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DETECTING FATIGUE CRACKS WITH ACOUSTIC EMISSION

James R. Mitchell, D. M. Egle, and F. J. Appl

School of Aerospace, Mechanical, and Nuclear Engineering, University of Oklahoma,
Norman, Oklahoma

AcousQc: emission has emerged as a technique for cletectins crack srowth in
a wide ranse of materials and has been useful in proof testing structures susceptible
co fatigue damqe. This proof testing involves removing_the structure from service
and 10edins it in an ideal environment. Results of me present study, which is
directed cowards the use of the acoustic: emission teChnique in an in-service crack
monicoring system. indicate that continuously monicored acoustic emission can detect
crack growth and failure in a specimen undergoing low-cyde fatigue. Tests with
typical aircraft bolted sttoetures show mechanical s1ippqe at the joint. Prelimi·
nary results of high·cycle fatigue tests indicate that acoustic emission from crack
growth may be detected in a high beckBround noise environment.

Aircraft maintenance, as performed to
day, requires the periodic replacement of
structural parts which are susceptible to
fatigue well in advance of their useful life
times. This practice is absurdly wasteful
and only moderately successful. There is no
guarantee that a part not scheduled for re.
placement will not fail. Compounding the
difficulties, it has been established that
many aircraft structural materials have
poor crack propagation characteristics. For
these reasons, a program has been initiated
to study the possibility of monitoring the
crack growth in high.strength aluminum
alloys on a macroscopic level to predict frac·
ture accurately. This monitoring process
could take place during periodic ground
tests or, more ideally, under normal flight
conditioos.

One promising method of alleviating
these costly and unsafe maintenance prac
tices is through the use of a new technique
known as acoustic emission. The term
acoustic emission denotes the stress waves
generated spontaneously by materials as
they deform o~fracture. "Tin cry," for
iostance, is a terJlt. used by metalsmiths to
refer to the noise created when tin is
stressed. Though audible noise has been
noted for years, little consideration was
given to its usefulness until the 1950's, when
Kaiser ( 1) began his investigations. He
detected very-low intensity sound waves in
several metals subjected to a slowly increas
ing load. His most notable observation was
that on the semnd biding of a specimen
there was ..irtually no emillion. This
pbeoomenoft is now referred to as the Kailer
effect. Most of KaUer', inwsriptioas were
cIooe in the frequency range 3-30 KHz,

which is particularly susceptible to mechan·
ical and other background noises. Since
his discovery, others (2-6) have used in·
creasingly higher frequency bands to aile·
viate the noise problem. Today it is not un
common to use frequency bands of 80-120
KHz, 100-300 KHz, or 0.5·1 MHz with
great success.

Recent investigations (3) have shown
that there are actually twO distinct types of
acoustic emission occurring simultaneously
while a material undergoes stress. The fim
type is continuous in nature and is ass0

ciated with microscopic dislocations and
slip movements. Twinning, granular reori
entations, martensite transformations and,
dislocations have all been stated as probable
causes. The energy level of these releases
has been approximated to be between one
and ten electron-volts. The second type has
energy levels 10 to 14 orders of magnitude
larger than the continuous type and is
known as burst emission. Burst emission is
due to the fracturing and realignments at
the leading edges of flaws and is more
random than the continuous emission. This
study is concemed with the detection of
fatigue cracks by continuously monitoring
the burst emission in the stressed material.

ACOUSTIC EMISSION TESTING
APPARATUS

A schematic of the acoustic emission sys
tem presently being used .... shown in
Figure 1. The motion cauted by the .....
of the stress wave is lensed by a raooant
piezoelectric trantducer. The fundameoul
~ of this transducer is 140 KHz.
The fuoction of the passive high-passlilcer
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one edge, or cut from both edges. The
fourth type is double lap-jointed and fasten
ed with six ~-inch aircraft bolts.

Two types of loading devices have been
used for the tests. The first is a convention
al hydraulic tensile testing machine with
relatively quiet operation. The second is a
deflection-cootrolled plate-flexure fatigue
machine with maximum deflection of 2
inches and speed range from 750 to 2000
cycles per minutes. Mechanical action and
relatively high speed contribute to the
noisy operation of this machine.

The fixtures for transferring the force
to the specimen on the tensile load device
were designed and built especially for these
tests. This was necessary because the con
ventional specimen grips cause local plastic
deformation and slipping which result in
unwanted aCOUStic emission activity. Figure
3 shows the configuration of the new fix-
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'JGUIII 1. .Acoastic emiIIioa detecdaa If*SD.

is to attenuate the lower frequencies before
their high levels overdrive the preamplifier
and create harmonia in the higher frequen
cy range. This froot-end filtering has been
of particular benefit in high-backaround
noise environments. The preamplifier is a
high-gain, low-noise type which increases
tile signal level by 60 to 80 db. The 140
~ emission signal is mixed with a local
otclilator signal and detected to render the
+ission signal audible. The digital counter
if set to count signal excursions above a
liked multiple of the noise level which is
approximately 10" v at the transducer
~tput. For convenience the counter out
put is plotted as a function of load, which
is_ measured with a conventional force
t~ucer.

FIXTURE
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SPECIMEN

IQl.TED

The specimen configurations which have
been \lied are shown in Fipre 2. Quarter
iach-thick aircraEt quality 2024-T' and
7075..T6 aluminum plates have been used
achisively.. Three .of thespecimeos aN

sin,. plate' type either UOCUCt cut from

'IGUD 3. Specimea bolder.

tures and how the load is transferred. The
fixture and pin were coostructed of mild
steel and designed to operate welJ within
their suess limitations.
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specimen of 2024-T4 aluminum subiec:ted
to cyclic loading ranging from 1 to 14 kips.
The high emission count on the first cycle
and the subsequent lower counts 00 the next
few cycles is exemplary of the Kaiser effect
mentioned earlier. Note also the high emiss
ion activity just prior to failure. Figure 6,
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PIGUU 6. Ac:owdc emissioo &om • fadpe
crack.

which is a plot of the cumulative acoustic
emission count versus load, shows the same
basic trends from a similar specimen. Once
again note that a high emission count
occurred on the first loading, followed by
many cycles with relatively low emission
counts and then high emission activity in
the cycles just prior to failure. The growing
emission count at the end of these fatigue
histories is the key to the use of thil
technique for failure prediction.

Figure 7 shows typical results of a leries
of tests performed on bolted lpecimeas of
2024-T4 aluminum. The configuration of
thae specimens is shown at the top of the
figure. The four plots shown ate cumulatr..
amustic emission CDUOt as a fuactioo of
applied load. The .pecimens were loeded
from 0 to IS kip' for IS cycles. In Pign.re
7 (.) the specimens bad well·fitted bolt
bola aod 60 in·lb of corque on each bolt.
The plot is almolt identical to that obtaieed
(but BOt mo.a) from • JioBIe plate WICIlt
specimen UDder tbe lime bdinJ. The bolu
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ACOUSTIC EMISSION TESTS

Several rising.load tensile tests were con·
ducted on uncut specimens to check the
operation of the instrumentation and load·

STRESS

FIGUU 4. Typical acoustic emission rae VL
strain for an unf1awed teosile specimeo.

ing system. The reproduction of results, as
shown in Figure 4 and reported elsewhere
(6), verified the suitability of the system
for detecting acoustic emission.

Low-eycle fatigue tests
Figure 5 shows typical results of the

acoustic emission from a single saw-cut
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the noise would occur after about SO quiet
cycles. on the unloading phase and at a
particular load value. It is evident from
Figure 8 that the magnitude of the un-
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1Vere then loosened. retorqued to 20 in-Ih.
and loaded for IS cycles. The emission
history, Figure 7 (b), is almost identical
to that of (.) except for the reduced fim
cycle count due to the Kaiser effect. The
plots shown in Figure 7 (c) and (d) are
for specimens with ewer-sized holes in the
center plates to simulate worn joints. The
bolt torques were 30 and 120 in-Ib, respec
tively. Note the characteristically sharp in
crease in emission COWlt at low load in the
fim cycle indicating slip.

Conclusions drawn from the jointed speci
men tests are that the node produced by
a simple well-fitted joint is less than that
aeoe.rated from a growing crack and that
the no_ created by slip in a poor joint
can easily be distinguished from crack
emissioa.
Grip 110_

Despite the fact that the pip c1esip bas
been nc:ommeoded for aCOUStic emission
...... (7). u uaapected. intermittent,
aacbmdibleooile ........_ flOlll the
.. altho fixtant. ~ In ahaoIt· ftery. cae

wanted noise grows to a level comparable
to that of the highest emission from the
propagating crack just prior to failure.

Upon examination of the fixture pins,
galling at the specimen-pin interface and
the surface of the hole in the specimen was
discovered. No futther irregularities were
evident. Though an explanation of the re
curring noise has not yet been formalized,
the galling of the specimen-pin interface
is suspected of being the source.

One possible explanation of the galling is
that the hole in the specimen may be
streeching around the pin as the load is
increased. At some particular low load value
in the unloading phase, the static friction
may be overcome allowing rapid relative
motion of the hole surface around the pin.
After several cycles of this rubbing, the
surface may he rough enough to cause the
resulting noise to be picked up by the trans
ducer. Due to the softer nature of the 2024T" the specimens may have been yielding
slightly around tbe pins and not rubbing•
No piling has~ while teSting sped
mens made of 2024-T-'.



A temporary solution to the pllinB Pro&
lem bas been to replace the soft steel pins
with hiBh sueo,m steel bolts. As an added
precaution the boles haft been medculous
1y polished and lubricated. The noile prob
lem has been greatly decreased by using the
bolts but is not oompletely eliminated.

Comparison of aluminum alloys

For a comparison of the emission proper
ties of the two aluminum alloys, the speci
mens were machined to the same oonfipra
don and loaded cyclically to the same moe.
The emission-sensing equipment had identi
cal settings and the tests were performed
coosecutively.

MQIIUL. -'-T4 UlAO
..... 10.......

F1llQ' 110-110 lOla lao

IlATINM.· 707lI-"
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Figure 9 is a comparison of the 2024-T4
and 707S-T6 alloys with the single l8W-c:ut
oonfiguration. The loeding was cycled from
1 to 14 kips and the gain was set at no db.
The emission pettems are similar except for
two noticeable details. In the 7075-T6 the
ooticeable emission indicatiag part failure
oa:ws later in the life of the part and the
put life is ettended to a pater number
of qdes.

The Jooae.r fatigue life of the 7075-T6
maid unaiDly be apec:ted ffOlD • com
pariIoa of their macerial plopeltiei. The
7075-T6 bas • yield sueaada of 73,000~
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while yield streo,m of the 2024-T4 is oo1y
.fT,(IOO psi. The 7075-T6 alloy is limply
being 10eded to • smaller percentap of ill
yield loed. An explanation of the differ
ences in the failure emission can also be
gi'VeD from a material properties viewpoint
although it requires a greater understanelinB
of the fracture mechania involwcl.

Due to the- configuration of the speci.
men, a well defined suess ooncenuatioo iJ
apparent at the hue of the notCh. As the
specimen is loaded, the region of the notch
base is subjected to a stress slightly above
the elastic limit of the material. The local
ized plastic deformation at this point gives
rise to the rapid initiation of subcritica1
cracks. At some value of fatigue loading,
the crack growth rate is great enough to
produce an emission recognizable with the
use of acoustic emission.....ing equipment.
On subsequent loadings the cnck jrowth
rate increases and, to some degree, the
emission does as well. Eventually the crack
becomes critical and the part fails. The
length of the critical crack is, therefore, an
important parameter of the fnaure mech
anism. It is well known that the critical
crack length of 7075·T6 is less that of
2024-T4 for identical geometry and loading.
As a result the crack present at the time
of failure in tbe 7075·T6 specimens is
shorter than the one in the 2024-T4 aped.
mens.

It baa already been mentioned that the
crack growth rate governs the emislioo
00 a particular loading. Since the 7075·T6
specimens cannot produce a crack of sub
stantial size before critical length is reach·
ed, ooly a few cycles of high emiaioo
could be expected. The crack growth rate in
the 2024-T4 specimen, on the other hand,
OOObnues through the formation of a rela·
tiftly long critical crack. Thus prior to
failure of the 2024-T4 specimens, a greater
number of loadings will exhibit high
emisisoo.
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CONCLUSION
It is concluded from these observations

that a growing fatigue crack can be detected
using acoustic emission in the presence of
a moderate amount of noise due to slip in
mechanical joints or noise of rotating com
ponents. The acoustic emission from the
growing crack may be used as an indicator
of impending failure but only in a compara
tive way. That is, an emission history for
cracks growing to failure in the particular
part configuration must be available.

The successful application of acoustic
emission to monitor the structural integrity
of a complex sttueture, such as an aircraft,
will depend on the ~acaetertistics of the
background noise and the effects of a ran·
dom load history on the acoustic emission
from propagating cracks. Considering the
benefits that may be realizable, we believe
that continued research in this area is
justified.

occasiooal burst emission from the specie
men. Near failure, the emission increases to
• very high level aod the crack appears on
the surface. The aack growth rate and
emission level increase until the specimen
is fractWed.
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meps at a rate of 20 Hz and deflect the free
ead down from the neutral position as
much .. ~ ioch.

The mechanical IlOilo from this machine
was (X)DJiderably higher than that of the
hydraolic testing machine used in the low·
cycle tests. It was, therefore, necessary to
indude the passive filter mentioned earlier.
With filtering, the test results dOlely cor
related expected trends nOted in the low
cycle fatigue tests.
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1'IGvu 10. ACOUIdc emiaioa from hiab-e,de
fadpe ...

Fiaure 10 shows the first 20,000 cycles
and the last 20,000 cyqes of a typical high.
cycle test. The dip and quick rise in emiss
ion early in the loading history is character.
istic of all the high-cyde fatigue tests run
thus far. Though this phenomena has DOt
been thoroughly investigated it is probably
due to the formation of subctitic:al crac:b
and impurity migration throughout the
speddleft. The pan of the history DOt shown
is • gradual decrease to a level of very low
emission which lasts tIuough most of the
Hfe of the part. Much of this sustained noise
IfteI is.chieto thel~ in the crank
~..,0,', the lCMCIUiJ de\tke mel aD
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